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Dear Sir or Madam,  

In the context of the BEPS Action Plan, Working Party No. 6 of the OECD has released on 

June 22, 2017 a discussion draft for public review (the “Discussion Draft”) which includes 

revised guidance on profit splits. This Discussion Draft includes proposed amendments to 

Chapter II of the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines (“TPG”).  

The OECD has asked for comments and discussions on several issues that will be taken into 

account for the revisions to the relevant guidance in Chapter II of the TPG. 

We thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on this Discussion Draft. 

 

1. Introduction 

We welcome the revised Discussion Draft of the OECD on profit splits.  We appreciate that the 

draft includes recommendations that define the principles of a profit split analysis, without 

being prescriptive as to actual approaches to apply the method. This is important. We believe 

that prescriptive recommendations on how to apply the profit split method would likely lead to 
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increased misuse of the method. Operating models of multinational enterprises are constantly 

evolving and it will be nearly impossible to predict what will be relevant a few years from now. 

In our opinion, a non-prescriptive guideline on the profit split method is the only way to ensure 

a sustainable interpretation of the arm’s length principle in a complex area such as profit splits.  

In other words, the guidance needs to be clear on the principles and careful in their wording and 

application, and step away from implementation details, which are driven by the specific 

circumstances of each individual case. 

In the rest of these Comments, we address the questions raised by the OECD in the order in 

which they were set forth in the Discussion Draft.  

 

2. Comments on the factors which should be taken into account 
in determining whether a profit split of anticipated profits or a 
profit split of actual profits should be used 

2.1. General comments on the applicability of the method 

One of the key features of the profit split method is that, unlike one-sided methods, it is 

typically applied without an external benchmark other than the combined profitability of the 

parties.  Applying the method therefore requires a well-defined rationale for splitting the 

combined profits at arm’s length as well as the ability to distinguish what the parties can be 

held responsible for in terms of relative contributions or other bases for determining the profit 

split.   

Doing so will generally benefit from an analytical framework that relies at least in part on a 

value chain analysis. We note that the Discussion Draft seems to make reference to this 

approach in paragraph 13. We wish to emphasize that, in our opinion, the same concepts of 

value creation touched upon in paragraph 1.51 of the TPG and embedded in the analysis of 

intangibles in Chapter 6 (6.10, 6.49, 6.78, 6.133) are fully relevant here. A more explicit 

reference to paragraph 1.51 would be helpful in the context of this document. While the 

analysis of value creation is not a substitute for the determination of profit split factors, it 

provides important contextual information that helps best decide whether the method is 

appropriate in, and to provide insights on how it may be best be applied to, the circumstances of 

a case.  

The Discussion Draft also points out in paragraph 28 that “a lack of comparables alone is 

insufficient to warrant the use of a transactional profit split.”  Further, in cases where relying on 

comparables is appropriate, but data on comparable benchmarks are scarce, the OECD 

encourages taxpayers (in paragraph 14 of the Discussion Draft) to rely on uncontrolled 

comparables even if they are imperfect rather than having recourse to the profit split method.  

We share this view and would add that in this context, adjustments to the comparables would 

likely be indicated.  We believe that increased access to economic and financial data facilitates 

the application of adjustments in transfer pricing.  
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2.2. Specific comments on the factors that lead to select a split of 
anticipated or actual profits 

At paragraphs 44 and 45, the Discussion Draft indicates that the distribution of risks between 

the parties should matter for the selection of anticipated or actual profit when applying the 

profit split method. Notably, paragraph 44 of the discussion draft reads: “the splitting of actual 

profits […] would therefore only be appropriate where the accurate delineation of the 

transaction shows that the parties either share the assumption of the same economically 

significant risks associated with the business opportunity or separately assume closely related, 

economically significant risks associated with the business opportunity and consequently 

should share in the resulting profits or losses.” 

In relation to this, we are of the opinion that the analysis of whether or not parties actually share 

economically significant risks should be conducted in light of the revised Chapter I of the TPG, 

in the context of accurately delineated transactions.  In this respect, the steps highlighted in 

paragraph 1.60 of the TPG should be relevant. The categorization of risks provided in 

Paragraph 1.72 of the TPG is particularly helpful as a starting point of the analysis. We believe 

that the Discussion Draft would benefit from making explicit reference to the framework 

already described in Chapter I of the TPG. In this context, difficulties may arise in relation to 

risks affecting all businesses undertaking an activity. In the context of a discussion of the 

control over risks, the TPG at paragraph 1.67 indicate that “[s]ome risks cannot be influenced, 

and are a general condition of commercial activity affecting all businesses undertaking that 

activity. For example, risks associated with general economic conditions or commodity price 

cycles are typically beyond the scope of an MNE group to influence.”  The Discussion Draft is 

silent on these risks.  An analysis in line with the guidance contained in Chapter I, including 

particularly an analysis of the roles of the related parties, their contribution to value creation, 

and the delineation of the transaction would inform a determination as to which entity or 

entities effectively assume such risks in the context of the application of the profit split method.   

As a side note, it is worth keeping in mind that the Guidelines, whether they look at anticipated 

or at actual profits, tend to deal with transfer pricing from a testing point of view; they give 

little or no guidance as to the process of setting prices. 

The Discussion Draft considers that risk assumption by both parties and sharing of risks are the 

key required conditions for application of the profit split method.  When the relevant (non-

routine) risks are shared with respect to ongoing operations, a split of actual profits is indicated, 

since the parties assume the risks that affect the actual outcome.  In contrast, when the relevant 

risks are shared with respect to future operations and the relevant transaction involves a transfer 

of ownership rights to future cash flows (such as an IP license transaction, certain financial 

products, or a buy-in in a restructuring), the split of anticipated profit will be preferable. 

 When anticipated profits are split, the price of a transaction is set by reference to the share of 

profits that the parties expect to generate from that transaction; but such parties may not share 

contemporaneously the risks related to that transaction, unlike in the situation when the actual 

profits are split.In line with the statements in paragraph 45 and example 9, we believe that in a 
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number of circumstances arising with the licensing of intangibles, the licensor may have 

developed an intangible and made the key risk-related decisions associated with the 

development of such intangible while the licensee has made key risk-related decisions 

associated with the exploitation of the intangibles that may have limited relationship with the 

risks associated with the development of such intangibles per se. So in this instance, both 

parties are incurring significant risks (and this is worth reiterating). However, the exploitation 

of the intangible may reveal that the intangible does not in fact realize the value that was 

initially anticipated.  In cases of significant deviation, we should consider that parties may be 

able to renegotiate their arrangement, in line with what one may expect third parties to do. 

Example 9 in this respect introduces the fact that royalty payments may take different forms 

(e.g., lump sum, sales based royalty, etc.). It may worth stressing that the form of the payment 

should be consistent with the ability to assume risk. In this respect, the parties’ ability to assume 

risk may also need to be factored in.  In such situations, we believe that, if the profit split 

method is the most suitable method to apply, then it should be applied on the basis of 

anticipated profits.  This is important as, in our experience, the profit split method is commonly 

used to price intangibles in line with the Guidance in Chapter VI of the TPG.  We have 

provided in an Appendix to these Comments a simplified example on how this may be applied.  

3. Discussion on split factors 

3.1. Introductory remarks  

As a preliminary comment, we note that the Discussion Draft offers limited guidance on how 

profit splitting factors can be used in the context of a contribution analysis. In this context, we 

wish to make reference to the work on the comparable profit split method that was initiated 

over two decades ago.
2
 The comparable profit split method can be viewed as one way to apply 

the profit split method through a contribution analysis.  

As described above, profit splits are appropriate in situations where there is a fundamental 

sharing of economically significant risks between the parties, either on a prospective, 

anticipated basis or in terms of actual profit results.  At arm’s length, parties entering into such 

arrangements can be assumed to share profits in proportion to their relative contributions to the 

joint generation of profits based on information known or reasonably foreseeable at the time the 

transactions were entered into
3
 and in view of the associated risks undertaken by the parties.

4
 

In many situations, each party’s relative investment in long-lived assets, including intangible 

assets like technology and some marketing intangibles as well as tangible physical and/or 

financial assets, represents both the contribution to the generation of the relevant profits being 

shared and the investment at risk.  Residual analyses refine this paradigm by distinguishing 

                                                

2 Richard Rozek and George Korenko, “Transfer Prices for the Intangible Property Embodied in Products with Extraordinary 

Profit Potentials”, Tax Notes International, October 18, 1999.  

3 Cf. 2017 Discussion Draft, paragraph 46. 

4 Cf. 2017 Discussion Draft, paragraph 26. 
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between relatively “routine” contributions of assets that can be valued at arm’s length based on 

external market benchmarks and “non-routine” assets that constitute the more fundamental 

contributions to the residual profits that are at risk and that are shared between the parties that 

contribute such non-routine assets. 

As described further below, however, not all situations appropriate for application of the profit 

split method are amenable to using costs or capital employed as profit splitting factors, as other 

profit split factors may be more reliable.  We believe that it is important for the OECD’s 

guidance on profit splits to allow such alternative factors to be used where warranted in view of 

the underlying value chain profit contributions and the available evidence that such alternative 

factors can be applied reliably. 

3.2. Capital- and Cost-Based Factors 

We agree with the conclusion that a prescriptive list of criteria or allocation keys in the TPG is 

undesirable,
5
 and that the appropriate approach should be tailored to the underlying value chain 

analysis and risks.  Following general principles adopted in the TPG for determining the most 

appropriate transfer pricing method,
6
 capital- or cost-based factors should be defined taking the 

following considerations into account: 

i. Capitalized costs are generally preferable to ordinary period costs when the underlying 

assets have different durations, including different gestation lags
7
 

ii. Discount factors may be appropriate in situations involving longer-lived investments 

with significant durations between expenditures and value realization
8
 

iii. Risk weighting may also be appropriate where cost contributions have differing risks of 

success or failure
9
 or where there are intercountry differences in the cost of capital 

iv. Relative costs should be measured consistently in terms of currency and relevant 

purchasing power parity (additional details on this are provided below), including 

location savings if appropriate
10

 

v. Consistent accounting of profits and capitalized costs may be appropriate if there are 

material differences between available financial or managerial accounting statements 

and the economically relevant measures of profit and capital
11

 

                                                

5 See 2017 Discussion Draft, paragraph 51. 

6 Chapter II, Part 1 of the TPG, paragraphs 2.2-2.5. 

7 Cf. 2017 Discussion Draft, paragraph 56. 

8 Cf. 2017 Discussion Draft, paragraph 67. 

9 Cf. 2017 Discussion Draft, paragraph 66. 

10 See part (c) discussion below and 2017 Discussion Draft, paragraph 67. 
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vi. Relevant markets for which the profits to be split are established should be defined 

based on the underlying market and competitive situation and value chain analysis, 

together with corresponding allocations of internal accounting data.
12

 

While profit splits are analogous to joint ventures and are informed in part by the same 

principles that inform joint venture profit allocations, they are not joint ventures in fact but 

instead apply joint venture principles in determining the allocation of profits based on the facts 

and circumstances. The most appropriate profit split factor in one set of circumstances may not 

be appropriate under different circumstances, depending upon the underlying profit drivers and 

the relative contributions and risk capacities of the parties.   

For example, high levels of combined profit may be split appropriately based on the relative 

contributions of intangible investments, whereas losses attributable to unforeseen external 

events would appropriately be allocated to all invested capital. Such differences can be 

mitigated in part by consistent application of profit split factors over the life-time of the 

arrangement, including loss years and the overall business cycle,
13

 but they cannot be presumed 

to apply uniformly in all situations.  Accordingly, we object to the presumption stated in 

paragraph 2 of the Discussion Draft of symmetrical treatment of profits and losses
14

 and would 

instead emphasize the need to allow for and to reflect the underlying profit drivers in each 

situation. 

3.3. Headcount and Employee Compensation Factors 

In situations where significant value contributions are provided by human capital, employee 

compensation can be an appropriate profit split factor.  Financial services and other services 

industries may be particularly amenable to using compensation as a profit split factor, as well as 

other industries or business segments where human capital is a major contributor to value based 

on the underlying value chain analysis.  Certain attributes of compensation data make it 

especially suitable for its use for this purpose:  since compensation of employees can generally 

be characterized as arm’s length, except for situations involving owner-managers, it can be 

considered as an arm’s length indicator of relative non-routine, entrepreneurial value.  

Headcount, on the other hand, is typically less indicative of entrepreneurial value in and of 

itself, and may therefore be less reliable for this purpose. 

Given that compensation policies differ by industry and by firm, use of compensation as a profit 

split factor should be evaluated for each specific case.  For example, variable compensation for 

management may be a better indicator of relative contribution to value creation than total 

compensation, since variable compensation may be more closely tied to the entrepreneurial 

                                                                                                                                                      

11 Cf. 2017 Discussion Draft, paragraph 61. 

12 See 2017 Discussion Draft, paragraphs 39-42. 

13 Cf. 2017 Discussion Draft, paragraph 33. 
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value provided by individual employees, although the degree to which variable compensation 

approximates the value contribution can vary depending on the industry or firm. In addition, 

annual compensation may not properly reflect relative contributions with respect to longer-term 

risk taking or in situations where there are other contributors to value such as legacy intangibles 

that do not rely on human capital.   

Compensation-based factors should be defined taking the following considerations into 

account: 

i. Labor cost differences between countries should be evaluated and adjusted based on 

consistent measures reflecting cost of living, inflation, and purchasing power parity (an 

additional discussion of this is provided below); 

ii. Consistent accounting of compensation data should take into account differences in 

regulations related to employment, benefits, and taxes; 

iii. Relevant employees for which compensation data are used should be defined based on 

the underlying value chain analysis and value drivers, and, depending on the 

circumstances may be limited to senior management of a business unit or certain 

categories of employees who provide non-routine, entrepreneurial contributions.  

The decision on whether or not the compensation for the C-suite employees would need to be a 

part of the profit split will need to be considered carefully based on the specifics of the firm and 

the industry.  Often, C-suite executives are responsible not only for the specific value drivers in 

question, but also for all other functions in the organization and maintaining the company as a 

going concern, i.e., strategic risks. 

3.4. Are adjustments for purchasing power parity needed for profit split 
factors?  

Ultimately, a profit split seeks to replicate third-party bargaining over combined outcomes, so 

profit split factors should reflect the respective value contribution and bargaining power of the 

parties.  In many cases, costs (or capital) can be an appropriate measure of these factors.  

Adjustments should then be made if (and only if) the adjusted costs are a more reliable measure 

for the relative contribution of the parties. Alternatives available to the bargaining parties are 

important as well.  For instance, if one of the parties is only able to provide contributions that 

are similar to those that can be sourced elsewhere in the marketplace, such party would not be 

entitled to an adjustment that increases its contribution, and, indeed, may not be entitled to any 

residual profit at all.  Thus, we believe that adjustments should not be made purely because of 

some observed price level differences, but rather any such adjustment should demonstrably lead 

to a more reliable assessment of the parties’ contributions.  

When a multinational group can relatively freely invest in various entrepreneurial activities, and 

the profit splitting factors can be reliably measured by financial investments alone, a purchasing 

power parity adjustment may not be appropriate.  Economic theory suggests that the benefit of 
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the investment activities in different regions should be proportional, at least on the margin, to 

the amount of invested funds:  

 “Given competitive capital markets and the fact that capital is a scarce resource, capital is 

invested in the enterprise (or appropriately defined business segment thereof) up to the 

point at which its marginal prospective return just equals the competitively determined cost 

of capital for the enterprise, business segment, or value-added stage. (…) Accordingly, the 

principle of compensating each value-added stage with an operating profit proportional to 

the relative capital investment of each stage (…) is consistent with the overall long-run 

return available to the enterprise and with the joint venture principle of providing to each 

party a return equivalent to what independent parties transacting such a joint venture as 

stakeholders would have bargained at arm's length”
15

 

Accordingly, the question of adjustment for purchasing power parity in the application of the 

profit split method may arise only in situations when the profit splitting factors are measured by 

capitalizing the intangibles development costs or by applying the intangibles development costs 

directly.    

To illustrate this point, assume that the profit split method will be applied to transactions 

between two affiliates of a multinational group, one of which (Affiliate A) resides in a “high-

cost” country, and the other (Affiliate B) resides in a relatively “low cost” country. In order for 

the profit split to be an appropriate method, both Affiliates A and B provide non-routine 

contributions to the value chain creating a certain product (or service) XYZ.  Further analysis 

will depend on whether “location rents” are present in the supply chain for the good (or service) 

XYZ. A detailed discussion of the “location rents” appears, for example, in the series of articles 

titled “Location Specific Advantages”.
16

  As discussed in these publications, location rents may 

be present under only two conditions (and only as long as those conditions exist): 

(1)  the group is able to exercise a certain degree of market power over its products (e.g., via 

the protected IP) and has exclusive access to the location rents (by either being a first mover 

into the “low-cost” country or by protecting its market position in the “low-cost” country in 

some other way), or  

(2) while the group’s products are sold in a competitive market, the group maintains an 

exclusive access to location rents (i.e., prices for the group’s products are set by the markets 

outside the “low-cost” country).  

The “low cost” Affiliate B would be entitled to the non-routine compensation only in the case 

when it was instrumental in securing access to these location rents (in the opposite case, when 

the access to location rents was secured by the Affiliate A by virtue of its business development 

                                                

15  H. N. Higinbotham, “Profit Split Methods,” section 10.03[3].  LexisNexis, Practical Guide to U.S. Transfer Pricing. 

16     S. Gonnet, et al. “Location Specific Advantages: An Economist’s View.” Transfer Pricing International Journal, Special 

Issue, November 2011. 
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activities or through its monopoly power, the location rents would belong to the Affiliate A 

alone). Assuming that the Affiliate B is entitled to the location rents (i.e., Affiliate B was 

responsible for securing exclusive access to location rents via its own market position or 

monopoly power), the next question is whether the market price of the good (or service) XYZ is 

determined by the competitive forces in the home market of the Affiliate B or in the markets 

outside of the Affiliate B’s country.  In the former case, the non-routine contribution of 

Affiliate B does not merit an additional adjustment since the location rent that accrues to 

Affiliate B already compensates it for providing access to its home market (an example of this 

kind may be a luxury brand owned by Affiliate A and sold by Affiliate B in its home market). 

In the latter case, there may be a need for a purchasing power parity adjustment to the non-

routine contribution of Affiliate B’s employees in the value chain of the XYZ good or service 

(for example, empirical observations suggest that it is often the case that the decision-making 

employees of global asset management firms earn similar gross compensation regardless of 

their geographical location).  

3.5. Other split factors 

Other split factors can be also be used. In this context, we provide below two examples.  

In some cases, the use of other profit split factors is appropriate. Specifically for those 

companies or business divisions that are integrated into a very unique value chain, it may be 

useful to rely on the expert assessment of the people most knowledge and informed about the 

company and the factors that give rise to its success. This can mean that survey data can in 

some instances be used as an appropriate profit split factor, if it can be demonstrated that survey 

leads to a reliable economic assessment. In these circumstances, it is important to design and 

conduct the survey appropriately to avoid any undue influence. 

 Game theory may also provide a relevant framework for assessing the relative bargaining 

power of the individual entities in a multinational enterprise and provide an estimation of the 

likely outcome of a negotiation. Shapley Value in particular starts with the assumption that 

players entering into long-term cooperative relationship will only join a coalition (of a sub-set 

of players) if they expect to gain from it. This approach may offer a useful framework to 

analyse the relationship between members of a multinational enterprise, working in a long-term 

open-book relationship, jointly contributing to value creation. In the context of the profit split 

method, this approach enables to determine the contribution of a member of a multinational 

enterprise based on its incremental contribution to the rest of the group, or the contribution of  

one piece of intangible based on its incremental contribution to the other pieces of intangibles.
17

    

                                                

17 A. Voegele, S. Gonnet, B. Gottschling. Oct 2008, “Transfer Prices Determined by Game Theory: Underlyings”, BNAI Tax 

Planning International Transfer Pricing. Nov 2008, “Transfer Prices Determined by Game Theory: Application to IP”, BNAI 

Tax Planning International Transfer Pricing Dec 2008, “Transfer Prices Determined by Game Theory: Application to the 

Banking Industry”, BNAI Tax Planning International Transfer Pricing.  
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4. Examples 

We note that the examples provided in the Discussion Draft include limited details. This may be 

dangerous as one would see situations where such examples, as drafted could easily be abused. 

In addition, we are of the opinion that it is not ideal to start with a potentially complex 

pharmaceutical industry example that can have multiple interpretations depending upon the 

decision-making process within that sector. We would suggest starting with example 8. 

In the appendix of this document, we provide a simplified example for the application of profit 

split based on anticipated profits.  

5. Conclusion 

We praise the work of the OECD on this Discussion Draft.  In particular, we are of the opinion 

that (i) there should be no systematic use of the profit split method and that (ii) the method 

should be used in the context of pricing transactions or series of transactions and is not an 

alternative to a global apportionment formula. We believe that the Discussion Draft was 

prepared with this state of mind. We are looking forward to the next version of the Discussion 

Draft and would be pleased to support the OECD in any further dialogue if appropriate. 
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Appendix – Example of profit split of anticipated profits 

Sharing of anticipated Profits from an IP License  

In this example, the transacting parties are in the service industry.  The core business of the 

multinational enterprise is the provision of certain services that are provided to third party 

clients in a number of countries. One party, the Licensor is both the intangible owner and 

central service provider who hosts some key central functions the role of which is related to 

these intangibles. The other party, the Licensee, is an operating company with significant 

know-how to run its business. It exploits the intangibles and benefits from the services 

received by the Licensor. The intangibles include marketing intangibles relating to the 

services, as well as a range of centrally developed processes and know-how which 

corresponds to the definition of intangibles under the guidance provided in Chapter VI of 

the TPG. The Licensor is not providing any services to third party clients. Its sole role is to 

develop, enhance, maintain and protect the intangibles and license them to the Licensee.  

The Licensee is the face to the market with regards to the delivery of the services. It is 

responsible for the provision of the services to (third party) clients. As part of its day-to-day 

activities, it is in a position to contribute to the development and enhancement of intangibles 

notably through process improvements and enhancing the reputation of the brand. Its core 

activities are operational in nature. The Licensee exploits the intangibles.   

Given that both parties contribute to the development of intangibles, albeit to a different 

extent and in the absence of reliable comparable to apply the CUP method, the profit split 

method is selected. In the case at hand, since a portion of the activities of the Licensee can 

be benchmarked using comparable companies, the residual profit split method is relied upon. 

In step 1, the routine remuneration of the Licensee is determined through the application of 

the transactional net margin method.  The financial results of the Licensor and the Licensee 

are then taken into account to determine the residual profits.  

The residual profits are then split on the basis of the investments (estimated through a 

capitalized cost approach) made by the Licensor and the Licensee to continue to maintain, 

protect, develop, and enhance the intangibles. These investments include notably activities   

performed by the Licensor and the Licensee in this respect. The royalty is calculated so that 

it enables the Licensor to obtain revenue that compensates it for its investments including a 

share of the residual profits. The royalty is fixed on the basis of forecast financials (i.e., 

anticipated profits) for the coming three years.  

Since the Licensor and the Licensee are facing risks that are quite different (the Licensee is 

subject to market risks and a number of operational risks that it can control while the 

Licensor faces strategic risks that it can control in the development of differentiating 

intangibles that it has overall responsibility for), the profit split is not meant to be adjusted 

unless there are exceptional circumstances. However, the split factor is reviewed and 

recalculated periodically to reflect longer term changes that may affect the business. In this 

context, it would therefore seem that a split of anticipated profit is appropriate. However, as 
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mentioned above, special circumstances may lead to consideration of a change in the split 

factor.  

 


